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Introduction

need to change any specific part of the mining process,
the miner only needs to join to a new mining pool on the
new chain. This is confirmed by Figure 2. In this picture
one can see how mining profitability gradually increases
and decreases around price hikes. Also comparing Figure 1 and Figure 2 one can see how miners switch from
one coin to another during price peaks in a specific coin.

On May 3 the ASIC manufacturer Bitmain announced
an ASIC miner for Equihash (and another company,
ASICminer as well, on May 10). Bitmain is one of the
biggest ASIC provider companies in the world, while also
having large shares in mining power in Bitcoin, and other
large cryptocurrencies. These announcements raise the
question when did these companies develop an ASIC, did
they launch and test it on Equihash-based cryptocurrencies before the announcement. Are ASIC miners present
in the current Zcash mining ecosystem and if yes, to what
extent. By italics we marked items for which we would
appreciate feedback from the community.
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In order to build a more complete picture we investigated
Equihash GPU mining in general, to have a better understanding of the dynamics of mining. First, we built
an overview of the total Equihash-based mining ecosystem by adding up hashrates of every major blockchain
using Equihash as its PoW. We show the total Equihash
hashrate of these chains in Figure 1. We have identified
Zcash (ZEC), Bitcoin Gold (BTG), Zencash (ZEN) and
Zclassic (ZCL) as the main chains. If a chain doesn’t
appear on the graph until a certain point in time1 , it is either because it didn’t exist before (Bitcoin Gold), or its
hashrate was only marginal (less then 5 Msol/s2 ) compared to current Zcash. The huge increase in Zclassic’s
power in January and February 2018 is caused by a huge
price increase during that time (prior to the BTCP-fork).
Some of this power temporarily migrated from Ethereum
or other GPU-mined coins.
We couldn’t find logical explanation for a bump in the
graph in Oct 2017, at least the profitability graph does
not explain it.
We have also produced a graph on the profitability of
the coins (where the profitability is simply the number of
coins per block times the exchange rate in USD and divided by the difficulty, or to be more precise – by the
hashrate). The general idea is that the profitability of
these coins converges to similar values, as there is no
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Figure 1: Overall Equihash mining power over time (Purple: Zcash, Blue: Bitcoin Gold, Green: Zencash, Red:
Zclassic)
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Figure 2: Profitability in USD of different chains using
Equihash. (Purple: Zcash, Blue: Bitcoin Gold, Green:
Zencash, Red: Zclassic)
One more observation regarding the topic of GPU
mining is comparing Equihash mining to other ASICresistant PoWs. We have chosen Ethereum and Mon-

1 Obviously Zclassic covers a larger time period but we couldn’t find
a convenient source of hashrate data for earlier periods.
2 5 Msol/s is 5,000,000 hashes (Equihash solutions) per second.
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Hashrate

ero3 , as they are among the largest GPU mined coins. We
compare the hashrate of these Blockchains in Figure 3 by
converting all rates into sol/s. This is done by comparing
the mining capabilities of the same GPUs on the different PoWs. The interesting observation in this graph is,
that even when there is a large peak in Equihash mining,
compared to the sum there is no visible difference. This
is possibly caused by miner migration from Ethereum
mining to Equihash mining for better profitability during
those spikes.
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Figure 4: Estimated portion of large miners with mining
power of at least 8Ksol/s, with the exact fraction in green
and the ZEC/USD exchange rate in blue added
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One way to hide large mining operation could be by
using new addresses every single day, which we have investigated, but haven’t found any significant portion over
a longer time, where unseen addresses provide a large
fraction of the mining power (the average is around 5%,
Figure 5).4
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Figure 3: Estimate of overall power of GPU-mined
blockchains (Purple: Zcash, Dark Blue: ZenCash, Light
Blue: Bitcoin Gold, Green: Zclassic, Orange: Monero,
Yellow: Ethereum)
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Fraction of large miners in the
mining power

Using the methods from our earlier work [BF18] one can
link most of the mining reward transactions. It is also relatively straightforward to approximate the mining power
of an address based on the rewards it gets (how much
value, in what time span and relative to the total Hash
rate). This can be used to monitor the power of larger
miners in the ecosystem (over 8ksol/s, Figure 4). We
show this graph with some added information containing
the exact fraction of large miners, and the daily exchange
rate as well.
Analyzing this information, we can see that even
though the fraction can change over time, it was quite
constant in the last 5 months (Jan-May 2018). Prior to
that there is another period of about 5 months (Jul-Nov
2017) when the fraction of large miners was slowly increasing and then suddenly switched from 0.6 to 0.4. The
switch might be explained by miners switching to BTCG
or ZCL but could potentially be a slow growth due to
ASICs. As we are trying to answer the question whether
there is ASIC hardware already in the network, we have
investigated how could somebody hide that fact, as there
is no visible sharp rise in the overall mining power, although there is a natural gradual increase in the number
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Figure 5: Mining power from new addresses that haven’t
been registered before with red, with the exact fraction of
overall mining power in green
Another way to hide could be by starting with a smaller
mining power, and increasing the hashrate over time by
adding more and more new hardware. However these
miners could be simply the GPU miners expanding their
mining farm with new GPUs, although those should be
more sudden sharp increases (buying a new rig and then
a constant rate for some time), while we might be interested in a more constant slower growth in power. Due to
our time constraints we could not investigate this direction further.

3 By popular belief Monero’s CryptoNight algorithm had hidden
ASIC mining which was forked off. A large mining power drop after
the fork is visible in the graph.

4 Note, that a single misclassified transaction can cause a spike, if
that transaction has large outputs to addresses not seen before. Still to
be checked.
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Developer Fees as Predictor for
GPU Hash Rate

crease in the dev-fee ratio in Figure 6, which we do not
observe.
CAVEAT: Dev-fee is an interesting metric, but if it is
known to the adversary, it can be cheated by sending a
fraction of the ASIC mining fees to dev addresses. Also
we hope that developers of software miners do not run
mining rigs pointed to the same addresses - this is unlikely but can not be completely ruled out.

The most popular software for GPU mining is closed
source, and has built in developer fees. This is generally
2% of the mining rewards, and enforced by e.g. mining to
the developers address for 72 seconds every 1 hour (2%
of an hour). Even though the developers usually try to
obfuscate this address, we could find the fee addresses of
all the major GPU software miners. By estimating the
mining power of these addresses based on the previous
approach, and then multiplying this power by 50 for the
2% rate5 , we can have an estimate on the mining power
for GPU Equihash miners. The interesting and important
point is that even if some other Equihash-based currency
is mined with such software, the dev fee is still sent to the
Zcash mining pools. This is because the same software
can be used to mine most of the Equihash-based coins.
We have produced this graph as well (Figure 6), where
it shows about 80% rate for the first 6 months, and than
reduces to about 60%, to later increase again to 80%.
With this we can give an estimate that at least 80% of
the current Equihash mining power is still provided by
GPUs.
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Appearance of New Hardware in
Other Chains

We have compared the profitability of the most prominent chains over their history. To compare them, we tried
to estimate every other chains hash rate to Equihash6 . For
the GPU mined coins, this comparison is much closer
than in the ASIC mined ones. We have noted the minimum profitability of USD/Day for 1 Ksol/s power, by
estimating the cost of running 1 Ksol/s with GPU mining7 .
We have also noted important times in the mining history of Bitcoin. GPU mining was introduced around December 2010, while the first FPGA miners were introduced in June 2011. Then a longer gap before the first
ASIC miners were announced in December 2012 and became more popular throughout the first half of 2013.
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Figure 6: Lower bound of GPU mining power based on
the developer fees (Green: Claymore, Blue: EWBF, Purple: dstm, Light Blue: Bminer, Orange: Optiminer, Red:
Remaining Hashrate)
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Figure 7: Mining profitability graph of BTC, Litecoin,
Monero, Ethereum and Zcash. The red line marks the
value until it is profitable to mine with a GPU.

From the month April 2017 there is an exponential
difficulty increase (form about 50 MSol to 200 MSol)
but only linear def-fee fraction decrease from 0.8 to 0.6.
ASIC or FPGA mining would have different effect – exponential def-fee decrease. Explanation could be that
large farms learned to disable dev-fee or (more likely) a
good free miner has appeared or yet we did not find some
extra dev-fee address. The exponential difficulty increase
is most likely caused by the ZEC price hike.
We also see almost linear increase from July 2017 until March 2018 and in the last 3 months a slight linear
decrease in Figure 1. However secret ASIC or FPGA
linearly growing dominance should show as a linear de-
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Conclusions

In the short period of time of this study (2 weeks) we
could put an upper bound on the ASIC/FPGA potential
presence in Equihash mining ecosystem as of end of May
2018 at 20-30% of total mining operations (this is done
by using dev-fee estimates). Moreover in months JanMay 2018 there is a slight decrease in dev-fee payments
6 BTC: 1 Khash/s of SHA256 estimated as 1.71 · 10−7 Ksol/s. LTC:
1 Khash/s of Scrypt estimated as 2.33 · 10−4 Ksol/s. XMR: 1 Khash/s
of CryptoNight estimated as 0.38 Ksol/s. ETH: 1 Khash/s of Ethash
estimated as 0.011 Ksol/s
7 1 Ksol/s equals roughly 333.3W in electricity with current generation GPUs, counted with 0.05 USD/kWh.

5 At the begining various miners had different fees at the start from 215% but it seems they converged to 2% over time. We welcome feedback
from the miner community on this matter, to make the estimates more
precise.
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of about 10% which could be due to ASIC/FPGA mining
but it could have some other explanation as well.
Most of the mining power (95%) is concentrated in
pools so any large hidden ASIC/FPGA operation should
be present in one or several of the pools, moreover four
pools concentrate 87.5% of the total mining power.
Nearly constant fraction of ≥ 8KSol miners over the
last year also might indicate little or no ASIC mining so
far. In appendix A we also comment on the the recent
51% attack on Bitcoin Gold.
It is important to note that our current methods can be
”fooled” by careful ASIC miner and the methods are also
not fine-grained enough to detect ASIC miner testing of
few % of the total hash-rate. This is a work for further
research.
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Figure 8: Estimate of overall power of Equihash-based
blockchains (Purple: Zcash, Blue: ZenCash, Gold: Bitcoin Gold, Red: Zclassic). X-axis: days in May 2018;
Y-axis: average Sols/s
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Frequency of Values in Mining
Reward Payouts

We have investigated the current most prominent mining
pools in Zcash. We looked at how is their payout system
structured, how often do they have payouts, what are the
most common values. These four pools are the following: Flypool (57.8% mining power), Nanopool (12.2%
mining power), MiningPoolHub (10.8% mining power),
F2pool (6.7% mining power). These four pools provide
87.5% of the total mining power. We have identified the
payout transactions of these pools for 1 month (17 April 17 May). The following graphs describe how many times
a value has appeared in the payout transactions, with respective colors (Flypool: red, Nanopool: blue, F2pool:
green, MiningPoolHub: purple) if that value was dominated by a single pool (i.e. that value’s appearances have
been at least 50% from that pool).
These graphs are also affected by how many times does
a pool initiate payouts in a single day. E.g. Flypool
promises instant payouts, which means that if the overall mined value reaches the default or custom threshold,
the coins will be paid out quite soon afterwards, which
we found to be true based on our observations. This is
the cause for the spike of values around 0.01 ZEC in Figure 10, as 0.01 ZEC is the default threshold. In case of
Flypool the other peak is at 0.0008 ZEC because the minimum custom threshold is 0.001 ZEC, but the minimum
pool fee per transaction is 0.0002 ZEC.
On the other hand the higher value frequencies for
Nanopool’s graph (Figure 11) is caused by Nanopool’s
protocol of only having the payout values with 4 digit
accuracy (e.g. if there is 0.12345678 ZEC on a miner
account, only 0.1234 will be paid out). This reduces
the variability of values and pushes the value frequencies
up. F2pool pays usually only once or twice a day (Figure 12), which results in absence of frequent values and
in a much wider graph. MiningPoolHub does have fre-
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Bitcoin Gold 51% Attack

In mid-May 2018 a double spending attack was run
against Bitcoin Gold (BTG). The attacker controlled
about 60 MSol/s of Equihash mining power at peak times
and completely overwhelmed the 30 Msol/s of the network. However this was just 10% of the total Equihash
power of 600 MSol/s so it was within the normal power
fluctuations and the two days of the attack (17-18 May)
don’t look suspicious in the total mining power graph
(Figure 8). It was also negligible in the total GPU graph
with ETH and XMR included (total mining power equivalent to 4GSol/s).
This 10% power could be an ASIC miner but a simpler
explanation could be that it was the power rented [Nic18]
on the Nicehash marketplace.8 From the Bitcoin Gold
blockchain it looked like a single solo-miner, so if Nicehash doesn’t provide details on its workers it might not
be even possible to tell the difference.
Since such attacks are clearly visible from the
blockchain side, agreeing with marketplaces like Nicehash to put up countermeasures (ex. limits on the purchase of hashing power for a coin under attack) should
prevent a sequence of double spends going on for many
hours. However preventing a single double spend seems
more difficult. This looks like an inherent downside of
8 Some forum discussions indicate this as well, feedback from the
miners is welcome.
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quent payouts, but most of their values only appear once
(Figure 13), causing a lack of large spikes in their graph.

Figure 11: Values dominated by Nanopool (data: 17 Apr
- 17 May). The overall value of the rewards on the graph
is: 16,709 ZEC

Figure 9: Combined picture of the following graphs
(data: 17 Apr - 17 May). The overall value of the rewards on the graph is: 134,093 ZEC (about 87% of the
total ZEC mined).

Figure 10: Values dominated by Flypool (data: 17 Apr 17 May). The overall value of the rewards on the graph
is: 79,383 ZEC

Figure 12: Values dominated by f2pool (data: 17 Apr 17 May). The overall value of the rewards on the graph
is: 8,633 ZEC

Figure 13: Values dominated by MiningPoolHub (data:
17 Apr - 17 May). The overall value of the rewards on
the graph is: 28,963 ZEC
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